Bilateral arcs using "averaged beam's eye views": a simplified technique for delivering 3-D based conformal radiotherapy.
The purpose of this study is to describe a conformal radiotherapy technique for treating only the prostate with bilateral 120 degrees arcs using "averaged beams-eye-views" (A-BEV). For this study a CT scan from a patient with a large prostate but with a low risk for seminal vesicle involvement was chosen for comparing several different treatment techniques. Dose volume histograms (DVHs) of the prostate, femoral heads, bladder, and rectum were compared for plans using "standard" bilateral 120 degree unblocked arcs (8 x 8 and 9 x 9 cm), similar sized arcs with "generic" (small corner) blocks applied, arcs using hand drawn "semi-conformal" blocks added, and arcs using the A-BEV. The A-BEV was generated by averaging the shapes of fixed lateral and oblique BEVs from a six-field plan. These arc techniques were compared to four-field conformal (4-FC) and six-field conformal (6-FC) techniques. The addition of generic corner blocks to a 9 x 9 field resulted in a more favorable dose distribution than using open unblocked 9 x 9 arcs. The technique employing the A-BEV resulted in an improvement in the DVHs compared to other arc techniques and to 4-FC techniques. The dose volume histograms associated with using this technique approached those associated with using a 6-FC technique. Treating only the prostate with blocked arcs generated using an A-BEV results in an improved dose distribution compared to unblocked arcs and 4-FC techniques. This blocked arc technique also results in a DVH that is comparable to using a more complex 6-FC technique. Blocks that are drawn on manually reduce the dose to the surrounding normal tissues but are associated with a greater risk of underdosing the target volume. This problem is diminished when computer generated conformal blocks are used.